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I. INTRODUCTION

Solutionsof field equations of theories involving gravity are of

considerable interest. In particular, solutions of eleven-dimensional and

ten-dimensional supergravity have been studied extensively. The former for

its uniqueness properties and the latter because it is presumably the limit

of superstring theories. Solving these equations in general results in

the description of the local properties of the manifold and,in particular,

its Riemann curvature tensor. However the determination of the curvature

tensor does not uniquely determine the global structure of the manifold

solution. In general there exist many manifolds which have the same curvature

but different global structures often obtained by identifying certain points

of a simply connected manifold . As this procedure is unfamiliar to most

physicists we will outline the construction of these non-simply connected

manifolds and describe how given a simply connected one, other manifolds

with the same curvature may be obtained. In the ease of symmetric spaces all

manifolds with the same curvature are thus obtained. We will then consider

symmetries of these manifolds and find how their harmonic analysis depends on

the manner of identification and how mass spectra of related Kaluza-Klein

theories are affected. These are discussed in the next section. In Sec.Ill

t«o simple examples of zero curvature and positive curvature In two dimensions

are treated in some detail.

II. GENERAL PROPERTIES

To begin with, ue note that given a Rlenanniar manifold M and a

discrete subgroup T of iaometries of M, the set V/T of orbits of M under

the action of 1', is itself a nanifoid provided no points of M are left In-

variant ty any element of f, i.e. r acts freely on M.

"Jo see what goes wrong when T does not act freely on M, consider

M = FT ajL, I' the two element group generated by a rotation of TT about the

origin. It can easily be seen that the resulting H/f is the tvo-dimensional

cone which is not a manifold. The singularity at the origin is in fact due

to the invarlance of the origin under T .

In general, it is not difficult to see that the local properties of

M and MA* such as curvature, torsion and metric are the same; however, It

is not clear that manifolds with the same local properties can be obtained

from a single simply connected one by dividing by discrete freely acting



groups. In the case of symmetric, spaces this is the case and all the manifolds

with the same curvature are thus obtained """' ; one takes the simply connected

manifold M with the given Riemann curvature tensor and divides it by a

subgroup r of ^sometries of M which are discrete aild act freely on H.

Choosing all a possible non-equivalent subgroups one recovers all the

possible mani;.ids with the same curvature as M. Two subgroups are considered

equivalent if they are conjugate. The reason symmetric spaces are more

manageable in this respect is that, for a symmetric space, the symmetry allows

one to construct a covering mapping between any two manifolds of t_he, same, ,..<.t/•••.••

curvature; and enumeration of possible manifolds covered by the simply connected

manifold of the given Riemann curvature, leads to enumeration of the possible

non-equivalent discrete subgroups of the isometry group of the manifold which

act freely on it. The relation between Riemannian manifolds of the same

curvature tensor have been considered for some other cases also and similar

results obtained ; however for the rest of the article we will confine

ourselves to the case of a simply connected Eiemannian manifold M and its

relation to various manifolds M/F, where T is necessarily a discrete

isometry group of M acting on it freely.

An important question is the relation between the symmetries cf M

and M/r. It is easily seen thaL the group of isorcietri es of M/r , denoted by

l(M/r), is the normalizer of r in I ( M ) , the group of isometrics of M,

i.e. the subgroup of l(H) consisting of eicr.ent!-; which commute wir,!: every

element of f . To see this, we neie that j i" ;t.n element of the isojuetry

group I(M) did not commute with ..;o.ffle element y of 1", the:.: for some x £»!,

we would have g("f x) ̂  Yfg*), i.e. en the jpace M/T, .'.it;re -,->- "-'•'! Ylss.)

are, respectively, identified with <. a.-id gx l.-.e Kroup :.';i,.ior. ,5 vou.'.U

not be well defined* Consequently, the only subgroup of 1<M) i..:fined on M/f

is the normalize!" of F in I(M) unj

I(M/I') = Normalizer of

When additional gauge symmstries aroal so cor:iiider-;d, i similar areiur.ent

leads to the same conclusion that the remaining "ym^et ;hy un M/r ": s trie

normalizer of F in the gauge symmetry of M.

This reduction of l{M) to l(M/Fj allows for a mechanism of symmetry

breaking in pure Kiiluza-Klein theories which to our knowledge has rjot beer:

considered previously, although the case of Kal uza-Kl ei-^Yanfj-Mills symmetry

breaking has recently been discussed with the breaking of the gauge symmetry

It is clear that when l(M) is transitive on M, i.e. M is homogeneous,

then tyr is also homogeneous, i.e. I(jl/r) is transitive on M/r, if T commutes

with l{M). However, l{M/f) may still be transitive on M and consequently

on M/r , making M/f homogeneous even if r does not commute with I(.M). In

general l(M/r) is not transitive on M and M/r is not homogeneous.

The next interesting aspect of the quotient manifold M/r is the

relation between the topological invariants of M and M/T . When M is

simply connected, then the first homotopy group of M/r is clearly isomorpliic

with r, which could be a non-Abelian group. However, the higher homotopy

groups of M/f are identical to those of M , which are necessarily

Abelian. The homology groups of M and M/r are not so simply related

as can be seen from simple examples. We will list them for our examples

in the next section, but will not pursue it any further here othe-r than

mentioning a simple relation between their characteristic classes when they

are expressible in terms of geometric quantities. For example^due to the

Gauss-Bonnet theorem which relates the Euler characteristic to an integral

of the curvature over the compact manifold, it is easily seen that the Euler

characteristic of M/T is smaller than that of M by a factor equal to the

number of elements of i (the volume of M/r is that much "smaller").

To end the discussion of the general properties of M/r we will

consider hariaonic analysis over the manifold M/T . For simplicity we only

consider scalar functions over M and M/r. When M is a homogeneous

space, f can be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible pieces under

the action of the is'oetry of H, and the decomposition is well known

However, when the :;:...r:r funkier, is considered over M/r , or.r: h-̂.s to r̂ vke

surfc that ii i.' ••!•.•.—: :.sifitie<.i, i.e. it mur.t be guaranteed that f(yx) - f(x),

ana tfv •lore general transformation uroraerties with some weight

associated -j±Vn r, have been considered in the literature. ). Then the

decomposition of f under the residual symmetry of M/r is to be

investigated :.--:ew. Ti; general, the decomposition changes when we go from

M to M/i' recu...tine j.ii a significant '-hangs it; r,he spectrum of the related

Kaluaa-Kloi:'. typo theories. To illustrate this, we limit ourselves to the

case of t;.e manifold M being a Lie group G and consider a scalar function

f under left multiplication of G on itself.

It is known that the space of scalar functions is decomposed into

irreducible representations of G with multiplicities equal to the dimension

of the irreducible representation spaces. When dividing M by r, the upaee

of scalar functions on M/r (which are therefore those functions on M

-3-



which remain fixed under r) decompose under C, uitii a different set of

multiplicities; each multiplicity now being equal !,:> the numatr of linearly

independent vectors in the irreducible repriori -••...io,-. space (of C) 7^. Thus,

not only the number of states with the same ijintiim numbers appearing in

a Kaluza-Klein theory changes thereby, but some states nay even disappear

altogether from the spectrum of the theory.

III. EXAMPLES

To illustrate some of the aspects of the above discussion we will go

into some detail for the two simple cases of S2 and R2 , In the case of
2
S , the simply connected two-dimensional manifold of constant positive

curvature (Gauss curvature), the classification of manifolds covered by it

is quite simple. There is only one other manifold: HP'" , obtained by

identifying the antipodal points, i.e. by dividing 5S by the subgroup of

0^ consisting of the identity element and the reflection about the origin,

f - {1,-1}. In fact it is possible to prove that for all even dimensional

spheres this group T is the only discrete freely acting isometry of Sdn

and thus BP" is the only manifold covered by S n . This is because

S0{2n+l) has at least one eigenvalue equal to unity. Moreover, it may be

Shown that S is the only simply connected 2n dimensional Riemannian

manifold of constant positive sectional curvature, thus completing the

classification of constant positive curvature manifolds. Returning to E 2,

ve note that T = {1,-1} commutes with 0, and therefore Rp has the same
2 5

isometry group as S , i.e. o ; and there is no way therefore of reducing

the symmetry of S'" by identification of i t s points. As far as their

topology is concerned (we ha"e- for ths f i r s t horaotopy group ir (S2) = 0 and

ir^RP ) = Z£ reflect in/; f>> .-i.-rjTr.1.; connectedness of HP2 and TT (S2) = ^

reflecting the Identity o.f his;he-' humetopy groups discussed above. For

purposes of comparison rfe l i s t fcheir hosiology groups as well, H (s'') = 0,
O p r, 1

flp(S ) = 0; H (SP ) = ?.n, Hjp.P'1} - 0u Hote that Lhe first integral
? "" " 2

homology group of K? I" only torsion. The Euler char;icteristir-s of S and
2

RP are 2 and 1, respe-.• uivijiy, in ag2-:.:5ment with the general discussion in
2

Sec.II. The harmonic expansion for & scalar function on S is the familiar
spherical harmonic expansion

US •= - £

vberet 8 ,̂ p) are the spherical ^o-crdinates of S and 5
2 2 "~

harmonics. Reduction of 3 to KP eliminates odd J. spherical
harmonics from the decomposition

f(s>¥) = V "
7

= -i

axe the spherical

thus 4n+3 dimensional representations of 0, do not occur in the

decomposition.

o
For the second example we take R , Its isometry Is E which is

the seinidirect product of 0 vith the group of translations in two dimensions.
^ 2

It is clear that translations act freely on R and conseĉ uentl;.1 -:y of its

•discrete subgroups will do. It is not hard to see that the mnsi ;sneral

discrete subgroup r of E acting freely on R is a comijination of a

translation and a reflection about an axis, say the x axis "'. Thus it is

straightforward to deduce the possible manifolds covered by R ": l) Ths

cylinder, where r is generated by a single translation; 2) The torus,

where r is generated by two independent translations; 3) the Mobius

strip, where r Is generated by the reflection about x axis together with

a translation along x axis; and finally 1*) the Klein bottle, vhere r is

generated by the reflection about the x axis together with a translation

along x axis and a translation along y axis. Of course the length of various

translations here generate different manifolds with different "sizes" . The

above four categories may be shown to be the only flat manifolds of dimension
pi

two . For brevity,we will limit the rest of the discussion to the compact

manifolds tcrus T 2 and Klein bottle K.B. For T the normalizer of r

in So Is a subgroup of translations which is the two-dimensional Abelian

torus group U(l) x U(i), For K.B. the isometry group is further reduced;

the normalizer of r in E p being just translations along x axis modulo

its size which is a single U(l) group. It is noteworthy that the K.B. can

also be obtained from the torus T by cutting T in half and identifying

opposite corners, i.e. by dividing T by the group generated by reflection

about x axis together with atranslation along that axis. Then the symmetry

of T 2, i.e. U(l)xU(l) is reduced to U(l), the symmetry of the Klein bottle via

the above arguments. It is therefore interesting to compare their homotopy

and homology groups. They are as follows: ir1(T ) is an Abelian infinite

group generated fcy two elements. 7^(K.B.) is the non-Abelian group of

semidirect product of the Infinite group generated by two translations



and a reflection about an axis. Note that the Klein bottle is therefore an

example of a manifold with non-Abelian fundamental group. ito of T* and

K.B. are trivial. H^T^) = ZxZ, l^CK.F.) = SxZ., , H (T2) = Z, H (K.B ) = 0.

The Euler characteristics of both T and K.B. vanish. Harmonic analysis

on T' is the usual Fourier series decomposition in two variables; when

going to the Klein bottle, the odd functions in y, sin ny, are dropped since

they are not invariant under the reflection part of T .

These examples illustrate some of the intricacies of covering

mappings of manifolds; however, more complicated and physically relevant

examples vill be treated later.
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